New and Exclusive Diagnostic Tool
With the new Harmony™ Listening Check, parents and teachers can easily check a child's Auria™ or Harmony™ sound processor microphone or the T-Mic™ microphone to be sure young bionic ears are hearing their world.

Easy Way to Check Connectivity to FM Systems, MP3 Players, and Other Listening Devices
The Listening Check can verify that a child's equipment is working, including whether it is receiving proper input from an FM receiver (with the iConnect™ Adapter). The Listening Check can also be used to verify that the processor receives input from consumer electronic devices such as an MP3 player (with the Direct Connect™ Earhook and Cable).

Portable and Convenient
Portable and easy to use, the battery-operated Listening Check may be beneficial wherever a child goes—to daycare, to school, on vacation, or even to summer camp.

Available Soon!
The Harmony Listening Check comes in a soft, zippered case and includes a set of earbuds. Beginning June 7, 2010, the new device will be included as part of the Pediatric Harmony Processor Kit or may be purchased separately.

Visit AdvancedBionics.com for more information.